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And overhead the young Loves flutter
now,

Like fledgling nightingales that in the
tree,

Feeling their wings for flight, adventur-.
ously

Flutter from bough to bough.

O ebony, O gold !
O eagles of white ivory that hold
And lift the boy amid the courts divine
To Cronus' son for bearer of his wine!
The crimson tapestries more soft than

sleep
Droop down above them. She who

feeds the sheep
In Samos, the Milesian maid, will say,
' My hands have strewn Adonis' bed to-

day.'
There Cypris lies, the bride,
With rosy-armed Adonis by her side.
Soft is his kiss and pricks not, golden-

brown
Around his lips the down.

6.

Now to the Cyprian we bid good-night
Who holds her lover claspt for her

delight.
But through the early dews of dawn

will we
Bear him to where the sea

Jets on the beach, with hair shed loose,
and gown

Ungirt about our ankles falling down :
And from our bright breasts naked to

the sun
The treble song shall run.

7-
Darling Adonis, thou alone, alone,
They say, of all the saints, from

Acheron "
Revisit'st earth. Not Agamemnon so
Nor lordly wrathful Aias to and fro
May pass, nor Hector, eldest of the

score
Of sons whom Hecuba to Priam bore.
Not this Patroclus earned,
Or Pyrrhus who alive from Troy

returned;
Not those yet earlier ones,
The Lapiths, and Deucalion's ancient

sons,
Or Pelopids, or princes that in high
Pelasgic Argos held their sovranty.

8.
Be gracious now to us,
Darling Adonis, and make prosperous
This coming, so with each returning

year
Shall thy return be dear.

J. W. MACKAIL.

[The copyright of the above translation
has been reserved.^

CORRESPONDENCE
To the Editors of T H E CLASSICAL REVIEW.

W I L L you allow me to make one observa-
tion on Mr. Goodrich's kindly review of my
Varia Socratica, with reference to the mean-
ing of f'urayeiv, cla<pepuj>, and the like when
applied to the ' introduction' of ' divinities'
on philosophical theories ? Of course I know
that the words mean to ' bring in,' and thus are
of wider sense than our word ' to import.'
elo-ayeiv can e.g. mean to ' bring on the stage,'
' to introduce a suit into the courts' (elo-dyuv
TTJV 8IKIJV said of the formal procedure of the
presiding magistrate). But what is 'brought
in' is always brought front somewhere. The
question is, Whence was Socrates supposed to
have 'brought' his strange divinities?—from
abroad or from the depths of his own fancy ? I
have tried to support the former view (1) by
two parallels, one for tla-riyela-dai and another for
cl<r<pcp(iv taken from the Bacchae, an almost
contemporary work, and these, I think, have

some weight; (2) from Aristotle's use of the
words euraytiv, icofiifav in connection with the
«&j. I know, of course, that the words them-
selves do not establish my case {e.g. Theo-
phrastus also speaks of Anaximander, in con-
nection with the expression TO antipov, as irpan-os
TOVTO Tovvofia KOfiuras TTJS apx?js, Doxographi
Graeci 476, 3), but that Aristotle really meant
them in the sense of ' to import' is, I think,
plain from his insistence that the doctrine of
€I&TJ and fie0c£is was a borrowing from the
Pythagoreans.

As for Mr. Goodrich's own citation (Frogs
959), I think it makes for me rather than
against me. ' Euripides,' as I understand him,
is boasting that he ' imported' into the sphere
of tragedy matters which had hitherto been, so
to say, ' contraband,' the affairs of daily life
with which everyone is familiar. That is, the
metaphor is from commerce ; ' Euripides' im-
proved tragedy by bringing into it the actual
concerns of modern life, which had formerly
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been thought to lie outside its boundaries, to be
' foreign' to its scope. The only alternative, so
far as I see, is to take flaayav as =tUrdyav npos
TOVS Beards, ' bringing on the stage.' But does
not the context justify me in taking the word
rather as —fl<rdya>i> « s TX)V TpayaiStav, in which
case it clearly means ' importing' ?

A. E. TAYLOR.

St. Andrews, December 29, 1911.

To the Editors of THE CLASSICAL REVIEW.

I SEE that the careful review in your columns
(November, 1911, p. 209) of vol. iv. of the Oxford
translation of Aristotle complains of ' the ex-
tremely cumbrous system of pagination adopted
by the editors . . . whereby the numbers of the
sections only appear, and not the numbers of

the pages. By adopting this method the use
of the index is rendered unnecessarily difficult.' )

Readers not familiar with the facts may be
puzzled by the criticism of a system in which
the numbers of the pages do not appear as a
'cumbrous system of pagination,' and misled
by the statement that ' the numbers of the
sections' are given. The facts are, of course,
that the (often arbitrary and misleading) sections
of Bekker are ignored; that the Bekker chapters,
with the pages and lines of the Berlin edition,
are accurately indicated in the margin ; and
that the index is, accordingly, a page and line
index not only to the translation but to any
modern text of Aristotle. The Oxford pages
are unnumbered, because the indexes refer to
the Berlin pages, not vice versa.

R. W. CHAPMAN.

The Clarendon Press, Oxford,
fanuary 11, 1912.
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